Gene sequence signatures revealed by mining the UniGene affiliation network.
In the post-genomic era, developing tools to decode biological information from genomic sequences is important. Inspired by affiliation network theory, we investigated gene sequences of two kinds of UniGene clusters (UCs): narrowly expressed transcripts (NETs), whose expression is confined to a few tissues; and prevalently expressed transcripts (PETs) that are expressed in many tissues. We explored the human and the mouse UniGene databases to compare NETs and PETs from different perspectives. We found that NETs were associated with smaller cluster size, shorter sequence length, a lower likelihood of having LocusLink annotations, and lower and more sporadic levels of expression. Significantly, the dinucleotide frequencies of NETs are similar to those of intergenic sequences in the genome, and they differ from those of PETs. We used these differences in dinucleotide frequencies to develop a discriminant analysis model to distinguish PETs from intergenic sequences. Our results show that most NETs resemble intergenic sequences, casting doubts on the quality of such UniGene clusters. However, we also noted that a fraction of NETs resemble PETs in terms of dinucleotide frequencies and other features. Such NETs may have fewer quality problems. This work may be helpful in the studies of non-coding RNAs and in the validation of gene sequence databases.